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v Overview

Ø Discourse Analysis and Feature Generation!
A powerful bomb tore through a waiting shed at the Davao City
international airport at about 5.15 pm (0915 GMT) while another
explosion hit a bus terminal at the city.

!
Ø It is useful to be able to build a timeline of events as they are
described in a piece of text, such as that shown in Fig 1 below.!
Ø The timeline can be used to further information extraction from the
text, or better text comprehension.!
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[A] Max opened the door. The room was pitch dark.!
[B] Max switched off the light. The room was pitch dark.!
Ø We believe there is a need to go beyond studying the lexicosyntactic structure of text to achieve better temporal classification.!
Ø We propose the use of three discourse analysis frameworks for this
purpose:!
Ø Rhetorical Structure Theory (RST) (Mann and Thompson, 1988)!
Ø PDTB-styled discourse relations (Prasad et al, 2008)!
Ø Text segmentation (Skorochod’Ko, 1972; Hearst, 1994)!

another explosion …. at the city

Ø Discourse analysis is performed with 3 state-of-the-art parsers
(Feng and Hirst, 2012; Lin et al, 2013; Kazantseva and
Szpakowicz, 2011).

Fig 1. Example of a timeline of a tornado landfall.!

Ø One important task that can help us realise a timeline is to classify
the temporal relationship between event pairs in a piece of text. We
term this as article-wide event-event (E-E) temporal relation
classification.!
Ø Consider the following two example pairs of sentences. They share
similar syntactic structure. However the temporal relationships
between the events of the first and second sentence of each pair is
different.!

while

Ø Convolution Kernels with SVM!
Ø To more effectively capture the information given by our structural
discourse features, we employed convolution kernels (Collins and
Duffy, 2001) with support vector machines (Vapnik, 1999;
Moschitti, 2006).!
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Ø Convolution kernels in
essence measure how
similar our feature
structures are.!
Ø For example in this
diagram we can say that
the trees are 66% similar.!
Ø Intuitively, common
discourse structures
should signal similar
temporal relationships!

v Methodology
v Experiments
Ø Data!
Ø Same data set as that used in Do2012.!
Ø Consists of 20 newswire articles from ACE 2005 corpus, with 324
event mentions, and 375 event-event pairs. Made use of
temporal transitivity to enlarge this data set into 7994 event pairs.!
Ø Results!
System!

Precision!

Recall!

F1!

Do2013!

43.86!

52.65!

47.46!

Base!

59.55!

38.14!

46.50!

Base + RST + PDTB + TopicSeg!

71.89!

41.99!

53.04!

Base + RST + PDTB + TopicSeg + Coref!

75.23!

43.58!

55.19!

Base + ORST + PDTB + OTopicSeg + OCoref!

78.35!

54.24!

64.10!

v Conclusion
Fig 2. Pipeline for temporal classification.!

Ø Event Identification!
Ø Made use of a CRF++ extractor (Ng and Kan, 2012).!
Ø Features include part-of-speech tags and the words themselves.!
Ø F1 is about 80%.!

Ø Features derived from discourse analysis are able to help improve
the temporal classification task significantly.!
Ø As the underlying automatic discourse analysis parsers improve,
there is a positive knock-on effect on the temporal classification task
too.!
!
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